


Our aluminium bike racks are lightweight, durable and built to last. The ARVIKA
line of bike racks will exceed your expectations.

T : 1-888-690-0096

600 Beriault Street Longueuil, J4G 1S8, Quebec, Canada
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7000 SERIES

The 7000 series bike racks can hold up to 200 lbs. The various attachments and support
systems allow the standard rack to be adapted to most vehicles and trailers on the market.

Kits for hitch
kits for Airstream

Kits for travel trailers



26 inches wide at the base of the hoop
20 inches long horizontal hoop
33 inches high vertical bar
Secures the bike in two places (Frame/Wheels)
Fully modular & universal 
Made of lightweight aluminum

STANDARD BIKE RACKS

The fourth bike is located behind the vertical bar. Allow sufficient space
between the bar and the front of the caravan or the vehicle's trunk.

# 7002 # 7003 # 7004

Our aluminum bike racks are lightweight, durable and built to last. ARVIKA's line
of bike racks will exceed your expectations.



FAT BIKE RACKS

26 inches wide at the base of the hoop
20 inches long horizontal hoop
33 inches high vertical bar
Secures the bike in two places (Frame/Wheels)
Fully modular & universal 
Made of lightweight aluminum
Choice of 3" or 5" steel gutters

Fat bike racks supporting up to 200 pounds. 
Option to choose between 3 or 5 inch gutters that fit all types of fat bikes.



# 7000-AF

A-FRAME TRAILER ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

Although the 7000-AF system is suitable for the majority of trailers on the market,
several other attachment models are available. See list on customizable a-frame
attachment page.

Standard model 
High quality black steel
Installation without welding or drilling
Adjustable to available frame spacing
Slides along the A-frame for a perfect fit
Option to install inside or outside of the frame

Attachment systems for the installation of the 7000 series bike racks on
different models of A-Frame. Incursion of 3″ ideal for most caravan



AIRSTREAM TRAILER ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

Attachment systems for the installation of the 7000 series bike racks on
different models of Airstream trailers

# 7000-AF-ARBASE

Attachment for Airstream Basecamp

# 7000-AF-AR

Without storage space

 # 7000-AF-AR13

With front storage space

The bike rack can hold a weight of up to 200 pounds with the BR-AF support
arms.



TEARDROP TRAILER ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

The TAB 2-bike rack model offers a shorter horizontal bar to free up space
between the bikes and the vehicle when turning.

Teardrop AttachmentBoondock AttachmentTeardrop Bike Rack

# 7000-AF-T@BUTILITY # 7000-AF-T@B# 7002-T@B

Mandatory support arm for heavy bikes



CUSTOMIZABLE A-FRAME ATTACHMENT

While the 7000-AF system will fit most trailers on the market, there are several other hitch designs available. Choose one of the top and
bottom sections below which, when combined, will provide the ideal attachment for your needs. 

Note that the top part must fit a minimum of 3 inches into the bottom part.

UPPER PART
The first two numbers on the piece determine its curvature and the
next number determines its vertical height in inches

LOWER PART
The part number determines its height in inches from the top plate

#S0337 

#S0324 #S0624 #S1124 

#S0637 #S1137 

#I14.5 #I20

If you need support for special installations consult a
product specialist.   #1-888-690-0096



The 7000-5W6 model fits boxes 6.5' and under or trailers leaving little space
between their nose and the rear window of the truck.

FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

High quality steel
Installation without welding or drilling
Adjustable in length
Adjustable in width

# 7000-5W8

King pin hitch attachment

# 7000-5W6



CAR ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

# 7000-H2
 

# 7000-H114

By choosing our trailer hitch adapter according to the size of your hitch, you will
be able to use the same bike rack for your trailer and your vehicle.

Horn attachment for installing the bike rack on a car or truck. The set includes a
support arm to stabilize the bikes.

High quality steel
Horn dimensions : 15'' high x 26'' wide 



SUPPORT ARM
The support arm must be perfectly straight vertically. If you have an electric jack, you
must have 2 support arms to form a triangular support.

Adjusts to desired length to meet the front of the frame
Attaches to the cylinder

 

Support arm for travel trailer (A-Frame)

Requires drilling of the harness
Attaches to fifth wheel
Adjusts to the desired length to meet the
front of the hoop that supports the bikes

 

Support arm for Fifth Wheel

Model #BR-5W6 also available

# BR-AF

# BR-5W8


